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Meaningful - Not Trivial
Godly music will not trivialize/diminish the beauty and dignity of God

Untainted - Not Worldly
Godly music will not lead us to think/feel/act in a worldly way

Spiritual - Not Carnal
Godly music will not encourage aggressive/sexual/carnal behaviors or thoughts

Inspirational - Not Degrading
Godly music will not emphasize or reproduce the clamor/confusion of the world

Clear - Not Confused or Disguised
Godly music will not cloud/confuse/disguise the Christian life or the Truth

The P 4/8 Test
Philippians 4:8
Whatever we behold needs to be:
True or Represents Truth
Noble or High Moral Principles
Just or Behaving Morally Right
Pure or Unadulterated, Unmixed
Lovely or Sublime, Superb
Good Report or Of Good Reputation
Virtuous or Moral Excellence, Irreproachable
Praiseworthy or Admirable, Exemplary

The 10 Cs
Exodus 20:3-17
Godly music will lead us to:
Worship God Only
Idolize No Person Or Object
Respect God’s Name
Keep His Day, His Way
Honor Authority
Respect Life
Think In Non-lustful Ways
Respect Others Possessions
Always Tell The Truth
Thank God For What You Have